
SKYDIVING BLOG AND JERSEYS BY AUGUSTO BARTELLE



GOOD THINGS HAPPEN 
WHEN GOOD PARTNERS 
WORK TOGETHER.

We would not be able to impact the lives of 
so many people, without the commitment, 
collaboration and dedication of everyone 
who believes in this project. 



Do you want a boost?
WE LOVE SKYDIVING



PARTNERS



At each jump, event and cities visited by our team in different countries, 
we identify a sky of opportunities and with the speed of a jump, we can do 
a lot more together.

PROMOTING, 
CREATING, 
DEVELOPING 
AND INVESTING.



In addition to products and services from our supporters, we carry stories and challenges in our luggage.

In this global moment, especially sport and the genuine connection with brands and professionals who 
stand out for their courage, energy and strength, we are delivering messages and opportunities, building 
the future.

WE WANT YOU WITH US!



CALENDAR



EVENTS
2021/22 Calendar

Seychelles Montserrat Dubai

California Empuriabrava Blog Birthday
november



BLOG
LAST NEWS (4 posts / month)

CHECK

https://www.augustobartelle.com/


INSTAGRAM

@augustobartelle

@ilovecolorfuljerseys

(8 pics / month)

CHECK

https://www.instagram.com/augustobartelle/
https://www.instagram.com/augustobartelle/
https://www.instagram.com/ilovecolorfuljerseys/


FACEBOOK
(4 posts / month)

CHECK

https://www.facebook.com/augustobartelle32


YOUTUBE
(4 streaming / month)

CHECK

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH6PAmgTxLDFnTGpwNRM91w/


PHOTOGRAPHY
on demand



ABOUT



AUGUSTO BARTELLE

AUGUSTO BARTELLE

Many people are drawn to the thrill of jumping, 
but beyond the adrenaline there is a welcoming 
community – the skydiving family – of people who 
genuinely care for one another and are dedicated 
to lifting each other up, motivating each other, 
and pushing themselves to perform at a higher 
level. This is why skydiving has become central to 
my life, and I hope it will play a role in yours, too.
Augusto Bartelle began skydiving in 2015. His 
first home drop zone was Skydance Skydiving 
in California. Since his first jump until now, he 
has already skydived in more than 12 countries. 
Augusto is a Speed Skydiving competitor. His 
personal record is 477.30 km/h during the Italian 
Nationals in 2019. Nowadays, Augusto Bartelle 
lives, skydive and manage his skydiving brand - 
Colorful Jerseys - in Empuriabrava, Spain. 



We Are Building An Energetic Community Of
Skydivers Worldwide.COLORFUL



TEAM



We are a 
professional 
team

Augusto Cori

Alberti FDD

Skydiver, entrepreuner, author

Digital

Skydiver, instructor, author

Marketch



SHOP



We love the sky! We want to be there all the time, and no matter how much 
time we are on the ground, our minds are always on the clouds!
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We design and made the best jersey...



CONTACT US
www.augustobartelle.com/

www.facebook.com/augustobartelle32

www.instagram.com/augustobartelle/

www.youtube.com/channel/UCH6PAmgTxLDFnTGpwNRM91w/

www.augustobartelle.com/colorfuljerseys/

MUCH MORE THAN AN EXPERIENCE, 
WE SHOW YOU LIFE FROM A NEW ANGLE.

https://www.augustobartelle.com/
https://www.facebook.com/augustobartelle32
https://www.instagram.com/augustobartelle/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH6PAmgTxLDFnTGpwNRM91w/
https://www.augustobartelle.com/colorfuljerseys/
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